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Abstract:  Active repair of structures using piezoelectric sensors and actuators have been received much attention of the 

researchers in the recent past. The key objective of the active repair is to induce stresses or strains in opposite direction to the 

externally applied load and thus control the singularity of the stress or strain near the crack front when external voltage applied. In 

the present work, active repair of aluminum plate with inclined central crack under uniaxial load is considered. The effect of crack 

orientation and, adhesive thickness on the repair voltage is studied. From the results, it is concluded that thicker adhesive will 

require higher repair voltage to bring down the stress intensity around the crack tip less than the threshold stress intensity values. 

The crack length is also having same kind of influence on the repair voltage. 

 

IndexTerms - Active repair, Piezoelectric patch, stress intensity factors, repair voltage 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the recent past use of structures with integrated active devices such as piezoelectric sensors and 

actuators are on the increase in the areas of health monitoring, vibration and noise control, and active repair. 

Especially in active repair applications, the attention is in the direction of piezoelectric based approach is 

because of cost benefits in maintenance as well as increase in the service life of the repaired structure. 

Meressi and Paden [1] studied the buckling control of beams by a controlled voltage applied to piezoelectric 

patches bonded to the beam. Wang [2] presented an analytical model to investigate the potential of 

piezoelectric materials on buckling enhancement of column structures subjected to compressive loadings. 

Wang et al [3] first presented a study on repair of a cracked beam under a static transverse loading. A 

voltage, which was obtained from an analytical model of a simply supported beam, was applied to a 

piezoelectric patch bonded on the beam to ensure the reduction of the stress around the crack. A feedback 

control repair methodology for a vibrating notched beam structure using a piezoelectric patch was 

introduced by Wang et al [4]. The resonant frequency of the noted beam after repair was employed as the 

criterion for identifying the actuation voltage applied to the piezoelectric patch. In addition, repair of 

delaminated structures has also attracted much attention. Wang and Quek [5] presented an analytical model 

for repair of a delaminated beam subjected to a static loading with piezoelectric patches. Liu [6] used the 

plane strain finite element method to analyse the crack repair via a piezoelectric actuator estimated by slope 

continuity and facture mechanics to apply piezoelectric materials for the repair of damaged structures under 

both static and dynamic loadings, piezoelectric patches usually need to be bonded on the surface or 

embedded in the host structure to induce shear force between the piezoelectric patch and the host structure.  

II. PIEZOELECTRIC CONSTITUTE EQUATIONS 

IEEE Standard assumes that piezoelectric materials are linear when operated under low electric fields. The 

constitutive equations describing the piezoelectric property are based on the assumption that the total strain 

is the sum of mechanical strain induced by mechanical stress and the controllable actuation strain caused 

by applied electric voltage. Therefore, the describing electromechanical equations for a linear piezoelectric 

material can be written as  

𝜀𝑖 = 𝑆𝑖𝑗
𝐸 𝜎𝑗 + 𝑑𝑚𝑖𝐸𝑚     
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𝐷𝑚 = 𝑑𝑚𝑖𝜎𝑖 + 𝜉𝑖𝑘
𝜎 𝐸𝑘     

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒   

𝜎 . . 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑣𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 (𝑁/𝑚2)    
𝜀 …  𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 𝑣𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 (𝑚/𝑚) 

𝜉 …  𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 (𝐹/𝑚) 

𝑑 …  𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑖𝑒𝑧𝑜𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑠 (𝑚/𝑉) 

𝑆 …  𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠  (𝑚2/𝑁) 

𝐷 …  𝑣𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡  (𝐶/𝑚2) 

𝐸 …  𝑣𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑑 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐 𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑  (𝑉/𝑚)   
The superscripts E and σ represents the measurements taken at constant electric field and constant 

stress. 

III. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION  

In this work FEM based study of active repair applied to mixed mode cracked panel is carried out under 

linear elastic fracture mechanics. Different patch shapes like circle, rectangle, square, ellipse, and octagon 

are considered. Comparison of the performance of repair is done by analysing reduction of stress intensity 

at the crack tip. Two piezoelectric (PZT) patches are bonded symmetrically on both sides to the panel using 

adhesive material. Normally the upper limit of the interface strength can be taken as 30 MPa for the 

modelling behaviour for doing damage propagation studies [8]. Lastly, the adhesive thickness influences 

the strength of the joint as the load is transferred from the base metal to the patch via the adhesive. Thin 

adhesive layers are better than the thick layers because it gets the patch to be softer. But thickness provides 

good durability to the entire patch as thick adhesive layer attracts lesser strains. Good adhesive bonds are 

produced only in the range of thickness 0.1–0.25 mm [8]. 

3.1. Geometry and material properties 

Fig. 1. Shows the model of aluminum cracked panel having the dimensions as per ASTM E-647. A 

through crack of length 10 mm is present in the panel at the center inclined at an angle, β to horizontal. The 

plate is subjected to a tensile load of 121.11 MPa in vertical direction as shown in the Fig.1. The magnitude 

of the load is selected in such a way that under this load the magnitude of the stress intensity factors exceeds 

the yield strength of the plate having no crack. The patch material is Lead Zirconate Titanate (PZT) and the 

patch is bonded symmetrically to the panel using AV138/HV998 adhesive material [8]. The material 

properties of aluminum panel, PZT patch and adhesive are given in Table 1.  

 

Table 1. Material Properties 

Properties 
Elastic constants 

(GPa) 

Piezoelectric 

constants (C/m2) 

Permittivity 

(C/volt-m) 

aluminum alloy  E=73.1, υ=0.3 -  

Adhesive [8]  E=4.59, υ=0.47 -  

PZT [11] 

c11=c22=c33=126, 
c12=79.5 c44=c55=23, 

c13=c23=84.1, 
c66=23.25   

e11=23.3, e42=17, 
e21=-6.5, e63=17  

e31= -6.5    

€11=€22 
=1.505e-8  
€33 =1.302e-8 
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Fig. 1. Geometry of the repair model having square patch symmetrical patch 

(all dimensions are in mm). 
 

3.2 Finite Element Model 

To compute the stress intensity factors Finite element method is one of the most effective available 

tools today so in the present work, modeling and analysis is carried out using commercially available finite 

element package. ANSYS 17.0 software. The panel and adhesive are modeled with 20-noded solid elements 

having nodes with three translational degrees of freedom and the patches are modeled as 20 node brick 

elements with nodes having three translational degrees of freedom plus an additional voltage degree of 

freedom. A very fine mesh with quarter point elements are used to mesh region around the crack tip to capture 

the high stress gradient. The dimensions of the panel, adhesive and the patches are given in Fig. 1. To avoid 

rigid body motion under the load, the nodes attached to the bottom face are constrained in x and y directions 

and the mid plane nodes of the panel are constrained in z-direction.  

  

Fig. 2. Finite element model of cracked panel 
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3.3.  Modeling of the repaired panel 

 

In this work circular, rectangular, square, elliptical, and octagonal patches having approximately equal 

volume are modeled and analyzed upfront. All the patches are centered with respect to the panel and bonded 

above the crack. Fig. 3 shows the finite element models of the symmetrically repaired panel having different 

patch shapes. 

 

Fig. 3. Finite element model of panel having various patch shapes 
 

3.3.1. Modelling of patches 

Two possible models are considered in case of rectangular patches. First one (H_Rectangular) having 

larger width compared to its height and the second one (H_Rectangular) having larger height with lesser width 

of same patch area of 625 mm2. Square patch is also modelled in similar manner to rectangular patch having 

area 625 mm2. For the circular patch, the radius is chosen such a way that the patch area is equal to that of 

rectangular patches. Elliptical and octagonal patch areas are generated by appropriately scaling the circular 

area. Again in case of elliptical patch two cases are considered: firstly horizontal ellipse, having the major 

axis along x-axis and secondly rotated ellipse where major axis is along y-axis.  

For better accuracy of results, the meshing of patches is done as follows: Firstly, around the crack tip 

a mesh pattern matching the shape of the patch is created. Encompassing this mesh pattern another similar 

mesh pattern is created, so that it encloses the patch area sufficiently. Finally, each area is meshed individually 

as shown in Fig. 3.   
 

. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

To verify the finite element model of the aluminum plate without the piezoelectric patches, typical 

cracked plate under static load is considered first. Stress intensity factors for aluminum panel with center 

crack with orientation changing from 0o to 90o when subjected to a uniaxial load of 15 kN are computed 

through finite element method and are being compared with analytical solutions [10]. It is evident from 

table.1, the SIF obtained through FEM are very close to analytical SIF, confirming the adequacy of the mesh 

considered and similar kind of mesh is considered for further analysis. 
 

4.1. Passive repair 

 In the repair of the cracked a plate, the first stage is passive repair. In this process, two 

piezoelectric patches are symmetrically bonded to the cracked panel through an adhesive on either side as 

shown in fig.1. No activation voltage is applied to the patches. Due to the additional stiffness of patch and 

adhesive, there is reduction of stress intensity factors around the crack tip. The influences of patch shape, 

adhesive thickness and patch thickness is studied by carrying out finite element simulations and the results 

are reported from fig.4 to fig.6. 
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Table.2: Comparison of stress intensity factors for a crack length of 10 mm 

Crack inclination 

(in degrees) 

KI (𝑀𝑃𝑎√𝑚𝑚) KII (𝑀𝑃𝑎√𝑚𝑚) 

Analytical FEM Analytical FEM 

0 480 488.97 0 0 

15 447.85 453.084 120 121.36 

30 360 372.55 207.85 215.424 

45 240 240 240 240 

60 120 116.95 207.85 202.95 

75 32.154 31.512 120 115.28 

90 0 0 0 0 

 

 

Fig.4. Variation of KI for different patch shapes for the adhesive thickness 0.1 mm and crack length 7.5 mm 

 

Fig. 5. Variation of KII for different patch shapes for the adhesive thickness 0.1 mm and crack length 7.5 mm 
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For the quantitative estimation of effectiveness of patch for the mixed mode cracked panel, a 

parameter, Passive performance index (PPI) is introduced which is defined by the following equation: 

𝑃𝑃𝐼 = √(
𝐾𝐼𝑢−𝐾𝐼𝑟

𝐾𝐼𝑢
)

2

+ (
𝐾𝐼𝐼𝑢−𝐾𝐼𝐼𝑟

𝐾𝐼𝐼𝑢
)

2

 

where 𝐾𝐼𝑢 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐾𝐼𝐼𝑢represents unrepaired mode I and mode II stress intensity factor values, and 𝐾𝐼𝑟 𝑎𝑛𝑑 

𝐾𝐼𝐼𝑟represents mode I and mode II stress intensity factor values for the passively repaired model. This 

parameter combines both mode I and mode II SIF reduction into one value so that comparison becomes easier 

Higher the PPI value, better the patch performance with respect to SIF reduction.  
 

4.1.1. Performance of different patch shapes 

On overall observation, rectangular patches have better passive performance index compared to 

patches having circular, elliptical and octagonal shapes. Fig. 6 shows the variation of PPI with different patch 

shapes. On careful observation of Fig. 6, one can surely state that patch shape influences its performance in 

reducing the stress concentrations at the crack and its impact is different for different crack inclinations. 

Therefore, one needs to do a tradeoff for arriving at an optimum patch shape.  

 

 
 

Fig. 6. Variation of PPI for different patch shapes for the adhesive thickness 0.1 mm and crack length 7.5 mm 

 

4.1.2. Influence of thickness of adhesive on patch performance 

Higher the adhesive thickness strengthens adhesion but it weakens the load transfer towards the patch 

thereby decreasing the beneficial effect of the patch resulting in increase in magnitude of the stress intensity 

factors. Fig. 7. Shows the variation of passive performance index with the increase of adhesive thickness. 

From the results it is clear higher adhesive thickness lowers the performance of the repair. 

 

 
Fig. 7. Comparison of PPI for different adhesive thicknesses for a 10 mm crack 
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4.1.3. Influence of crack length on patch performance 

  Fig.8. shows the variation of PPI with three different crack lengths. Form the figure it is observed that 

the performance index increases with crack length keeping all other parameters remains same. This is true 

because there is larger reduction in the magnitudes of stress intensity factors with same patch. 

 

Fig. 8. Comparison of PPI for different crack lengths 
 

 

 

 

4.2. Active repair 

 From the results of passive repair, it is observed that the stress intensity factors after repair, are still 

above the threshold intensity factors (𝐾𝐼𝑡ℎ = 123.32 𝑀𝑃𝑎√𝑚𝑚   and 𝐾𝐼𝐼𝑡ℎ = 180.06 𝑀𝑃𝑎√𝑚𝑚 [9]), 
therefore the crack propagation is not completely arrested. Now to completely suspend the crack propagation, 

active repairing is done by applying a voltage to the piezoelectric patches, named as repair voltage.  

The patch having better passive performance is considered for active repair and the patches are 

activated with the activation voltage so that the mode I and mode II stress intensity factors are brought down 

to the values less than threshold stress intensity factors for mode I and Mode II. Table.2. shows the magnitude 

of repair voltage for various orientations of crack with rectangular patch. From the results it is observed that 

the repair voltage increases with the increase of crack angle up to 45o and then decreases this is due to the fact 

for a crack angle more than 45o, the magnitudes of stress intensity factors are comparatively lower than the 

values for crack angle is between 0oand 45o. For crack angles between 60o to 90o active repair is not necessary 

as the stress intensity factors are well below the threshold stress intensity factors. Therefore, they are listed as 

not applicable for the active repair in the tables 3 to 5. 
 

Table.3. Repair voltage in mV for a crack length of 7.5 mm for rectangular patch 

Crack 

angle, β 

Adhesive thickness 

0.1 mm 0.15 mm 0.2 mm 

0 9300 10500 11200 

15 6500 8000 9500 

30 3600 3800 5500 

45 2200 2400 3500 

60 N/A N/A N/A 

75 N/A N/A N/A 

90 N/A N/A N/A 

 

Table.4. Repair voltage in mV for a crack length of 10 mm for rectangular patch 

Crack 

angle, β 

Adhesive thickness 

0.1 mm 0.15 mm 0.2 mm 

0 10400 12500 15200 

15 8250 11000 12500 
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30 4800 6500 7500 

45 3400 3800 5400 

60 N/A N/A N/A 

75 N/A N/A N/A 

90 N/A N/A N/A 

 

Table.5. Repair voltage in mV for a crack length of 12.5 mm for rectangular patch 

Crack 

angle, β 

Adhesive thickness 

0.1 mm 0.15 mm 0.2 mm 

0 12000 15000 18600 

15 9800 12800 14500 

30 5800 8500 10500 

45 4200 4600 8600 

60 N/A N/A N/A 

75 N/A N/A N/A 

90 N/A N/A N/A 

 

 

4.3. Conclusion 

A finite element analysis-based study have been carried out to understand the influence of patch shape 

on the passive repair of center cracked panel having crack inclination varying from 0 o to 90o. Five different 

patch shapes such as circular, rectangle, square, elliptical and octagonal are considered. Irrespective of the 

patch shape in case of double-sided repair there is a drastic reduction in mode I and mode II SIF value as 

compared to the unrepaired one. Rectangular patch shape having greater height has performed better 

compared to all other patches. Passive repair is not completely reducing the stress intensity factors below the 

threshold stress intensity factors especially when the crack in inclined at an angle between 0o to 90o, so active 

repair is done by applying a repair voltage through piezoelectric patches. The magnitude of repair voltage 

increases with the increase of adhesive thickness and crack length. 
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